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DOCUMENT #18: Mrs. G. Philip
April 15, 1992

To the Judge:
Regarding Philip Savage's case, I insist to bring forth the
following indications:
In March of 1991, I applied for Philip Savage's cares on
behalf of my 8 year old goddaughter, stricken with
mucoviscidosis (Cystic Fibromatosis), this being a truly
incurable disease in rapid evolution for which the official
medicine is currently incapable of providing any treatment.
Through preliminary talks that I had with one of Philip
Savage's collaborators, I was very clearly apprised of the fact
that only the symptoms of such a disease could thus be
treated; since Pamela was born with such a genetic trouble, it
will remain in her heredity.* I have also been told not to
modify or to cancel in any way any medical cares.
Philip Savage's intervention started on March 6, 1991,
and at the beginning of April the first proofs of the Healing
were already clearly visible. This poor little girl who, since
her tenderest infancy has always been unable to sleep
normally, was permitted to rest in a regular way. She gained
so much strength that she was now capable of having a really
normal day of true life, when formerly after school it was
necessary for her to be carried by her mother and to be in her
bed for the rest of the day.
When formerly, she ought to remain indoors, sheltered
from the sun and always subjected to intravenous perfusions,
Pamela got the first true vacations of her whole life and was
playing normally under the summer sun.
* Translator's note: Pamela is the famous little girl saved by Philip Savage whom
has made the headlines of numerous French newspapers.
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Since the first intervention of Philip Savage, the
improvement is constant and always bettering. She is now
spending full days outdoors and she has never been sick
again, even during the winter season. She no longer has the
need to take any antibiotics as it was formerly the case and
she is even absolutely indefatigable.
Our greatest delight was to listen to this child herself
claiming to everyone of her total healing, corroborated by all
the bewildering medical checkups.
Respectfully,
Mrs. G. Philip

